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TWO SUPERCONDUCTING PHASES IN THE ORGANIC CONDUCTOR 
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ABSTRACT 

We have investigated the nature and the stability of the high Tc(~ 8 X) and 
low Ie (~ 1.S K) superconducting phases (respectively called S-H and 6-L) of the 
organic conductor 6-(BEDT-TTF)213. using different and complementary techniques. 
First, by resistivity measurements and following a well-defined temperature
pressure cycling process (namely the release of the high pressure at low tempera
ture), we show that the B-H phase is stabilized at ambient pressure and low 
temperature, exhibiting a very sharp and complete superconducting transition at 
8.1 K and I bar. Secondly, an AC-susceptibility study reveals that this state is 
stable and exhibits bulk superconductivity at high Tc and ambient P as long as 
the sample is not warmed above 125 K. Finally, we present NHR results on the IH 
spin-lattice relaxation rate behaviour in both the 6-0 phase (under pressure and 
at I bar) and the 6-L phase. A very clear field-dependent anomaly is observed at 
the superconducting transition and is attributed to a logarithmic critical singu
larity whose amplitude is enhanced by the low dimensional character of this 
conductor. 

In conclusion, we shall discuss the nature of the S-O and B-L phases with 
respect to the crystallographic transitions reported at I bar and shall propose 
an interpretation of all the atmospheric pressure results based on the possible 
coexistence of these two superconducting phases. 

INTRODUCTION 

The series of organic conductors based on the (BEDT-TTF)* molecule has provi
ded new interesting compounds (1). In particular, the B-modification of the tri
halide salt exhibits the highest 8uperconducting transition temperature (Tc> ever 
reported in organic compounds [2,31. More precisely, Tc lies around 1.5 K at 
ambient preasure [4) and is raised up to 7.5 K under a pressure of 1.3 kbar [2,3]. 
Two groups have claimed the observation of superconductivity around 7 K at I bar 
either after temperature cycling [5] or after the release of a high pressure at 
room temperature [6] . However, this claim is based on 4-probe resistivity measu
rements which exhibit a two-steps like transition extending over the broad tempe
rature domain 2-8 K. Furthermore, the Meissner expUlsion. characteristic of bulk 
superconductivity, could not be detected at ambient pressure after the cyclings 
of ref.[S,6] while it was under pressure [7]. In this work, we have investigated 

• BEDT-TTF • Bi8 (ethylenedithio)tetrathiofulvalene. 
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the temperature-pressure eye lings conditions for the stabilization of a true 
bulk superconducting phase at atmospheric pressure and high T • We give eviden
ce for the characterization of cwo different phases (called ~-H and B-L) in 
relation with the crystallographic transitions reported at 1 bar [8,9) . Finally, 
we report an NHR study of the high T superconducting transition for which a 
large enhancement of the spin-lattic~ relaxation rate occurs. 

EXPERIMENTAL 
Single crystals of 8-(BEDT-TTF)21 have been prepared by electrochemical 

method [10]. The high pressure was p~ovided by helium gas hydrostatic medium,so 
that it was possible to monitor the pressure, even at low temperature. in the 
T-P domain where helium remains fluid. The first step of this work was achieved 
via 4-probe conductivity measurements on single crystals using the standard low
frequency technique. The bulk character and the metastability of the 5uperconduc
ting transition were studied by an AC susceptibility detection: a powdered sample 
was filling the tank circuit of a Robinson oscillator [111 so that a rapid increa
se of the resonance frequency was expected if a bulk 5uperconducting transition 
occurs. Finally. standard measurements of IH spin-lattice relaxation rate(Ti l ) 
were performed at 6.1 kG and 2.9 kG. using the usual saturation comb pulse sequen
ce. 

RESULTS 

a.Conductivity 

By resistivity measurements. ~e have defined the basic features of the tempe
rature-pressure cycling which we call the Oraay process. At rOOm temperature. we 
applied pressure up to 1.S kbar; then at constant pressure. ~e cooled the sample 
down to 33.8 K (arbitrary chosen above 20 K. the freezing point of helium at 
this pressure). At this regulated temperature. we released the pressure down to 
its atmospheric value. With further cooling at I bar. we observe the very sharp 
and complete superconducting transition displayed in fig.l. The onset temperatu~ 
re is about 8.5 K. while the transition temperature. evaluated by the middle of 
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Fig. 1. Superconducting 
transition at ambient 
pressure. 

the resistive transition. amounts to 8.1 k. Hagnetic 
field applied along c:: destroys the superconducting 
state (typically. the upper critical field H , is 3.5 T 
at 1.S K); the resistivity in the normal sta€1 is sket
ched out by ctrOsses infig.I. In a second run. the sample 
~as warmed up to 250 K. kept at this temperature for 
30 minutes. and then cooled down again to low temperatu
ret without any pre.sure supply . Consequently , an anoma
lous resistive behaviour. occuring at 8 K and suppressed 
by magnetic field.gives some evidences that traces of 
superconductivity still remain after this annealing 
procell [12]. 

b.AC susceptibility 

First, we have detected the superconducting transi
tion under pressure. According to the Meissner expUlsion 
observation 7. the sharp increase of the resonance 
frequency starting at 8 X (Fig.2.a) is the signature 
of the true bulk superconducting transition. Then. the 

. Oraay process leads to the same characteristic signal 
(fig.2.b). support1ng the fact that the high-T superconducting state stabilized 
at amb~ent presau~e exhibits t~e bulk characte~. The following runs {various 
~nneal1ngs)es~ent1ally show that the superconducting phenomenon is unchanged 
1f the anneal~ng temperature at ambient pressure doesn't exceed 121 k (the AC 
susceptibility response corresponds to that of fig.2b) while the annealings 
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above 131 K destroy superconductivity, in the sense that no signal could be 
detected around 7 K (fig.2.e). We have performed a reduction of the Orsay pro
cess, namely the pressure was applied at 153 K and released at 110 K: thus, we 
observe the same superconducting transition shown in fig.2.b. In the last run, 
we annealed the sample up to 125 K at ambient pressure, keeping it at this 
temperature for about 5 minutes. At the same onset temperature (~8 K), a much 
weaker decreas e of the signal was observed (fig.2.d).the overall shift being 

only 25% of the other superconducting signals. Very 
recently [13]. resistivity experiments h3VC given 

6f similar conclusions for all these treatments. 
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Fig. 2.AC susceptibility 
signals. 
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c.NHR 

Concerning the NHR results, we focus on the lar
ge enhancement of the proton spin-lattice relaxation 
rate (r:l) at the superconducting transition [14] . 
First, !he measurements were performed under a pres
sure of 1.6 kbar. The results at 6.1 kG !Ie displa
yed in fig.3. The continuous change of Tl with 
temperature breaks down at 7.5 X where a rapid 
enhancement occurs while decreasing the temperature 
down to 3.5 X.Due to the anisotropy of the critical 
fie ld in this class of materials [15], the tempera
ture domain 3.5-7 . 5 K corresponds to a broad super
conducting transition for the powdered sample, each 
crystal becoming superconductor depending on its 
orientation with respect to the applied ma~etic 
field. In the condensed state (T<3.5 K). Ttl decrea
ses but does not tend towards zero; that is not 
an impurity effect since the ambient pressure data 
reveal a significant long Tl (lOOO/T1-1.8s-1 at 1.2 
K) at the same field in the normal state. At lower 
field(2.9 kG, fig.4), this behaviour (dashed line) 
is not modified except in the temperature domain 
3.5-7 . 5 K. The onset temperature for the enhance
ment (7.5 K) appears to be field independent and 
lies very near the expected transition temperature 
in zero field. Moreover. the Til enhancement occurs 
in a reduced temperature window (5.7-5K) to reach 
a much higher value at 5 K. and thm decreases to 
meet the high field data at 3.5 K. It is easy to 
imagine that the zero field limit Til behaviour 
would be a very sharp increase at T c 7.6 K, fol
lowed by a smooth decrease in the c8ndensed state. 

..... what resembles very closely a lambda-like anomaly . 
S ., ................. Secondly, at ambient pressure, we have prepared 

the sample in the high-T superconducting state. 
following the Orsay proc~ss: no deviation of the 

o~--~,c---~.---,.t---~»c--,~~ruo~ NKR relaxation properties from tbose obtained under 
Fig. 3 . pressure could be detected. On the other hand,the 

annealing at 250 K suppresses the peak of relaxation 
and no anomaly occurs around 8 K[l4]; moreover, a reduction of the high tempera
ture Korringa constant is observed and amounts to about 25%. 

DISCUSSION 

The superconducting phase stabiliZed at 8.1 K and atmospheric pressure after 
the Orsay process cannot be distinguished from the one observed under pressure: 

i) the resistivity drops to zero in a very narrow temperature domain. 
ii)the AC susceptibility signal. compared to the one at 1.6 kbar where 
. Meissner effect has been observed [7]. shoW' its bulk character. 
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iii)the NHR ttl peak, which will be related to superconductivity later, occurs 
in the s&me way as under pressure. 
On the contrary. all the broad resis tive anomalies r eported around 7 K at 1 bar 
either after temperature cycling [5] or the release of a high pressure at room 
temperature (6) do not lead to a zero resistance and are not related to any YO
lume effect (7]; that is corroborated by the absence o f AC susceptibility signal 
in our experiments. These two well-defined situations lead us to assume that 
the high-T (6-H) and low-T (B-L) phases are crystallographicatly different and 
correspondCto the phase 8tible at room temperature and either to the modulated 
structure [9] or to the superstructure [81 at low temperature (there is still 
a controversy on the exact structure of this phase). Therefore. we suggest that 
the structural phase transition is suppressed under the moderate pressure of 
1.3 kbar. Nevertheless. the phases are energetically close to each other and 
S-H can be frozen at low temperature and atmospheric pressure after appropriate 
cyclings. Then. the S-H state gradually converts into S-L if the sample is 
warmed up at ambient pressure. After annealing above 131 K. the modification 
is rapid and the incomplete resistivity drops around 7 K do not involve more 
than 3% of the sample volume kept in the B-H state (within the accuracy of the 
AC susceptibility detection). Moreover. the observation of an intermediate super
conducting signal without change of the onset temperature. after annealing up to 
125 X. strongly sUllests tbat thele two phases m.y coexist at low temperature . 
In tbi. case. B-H converts rather slowly into B-L at 125 k and finally amounts 
to about 25% of the total volume after 5 minutes; that might explain the resul
ting zero resistance observed below 8 K in similar conditions [Ill . We want to 
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emphasize that in the T-P phase diagram of the structurally 
identified B-H phase. the superconductinl domain begins 
at 8.1 X under ambient pressure and reveals no break at 
1.3 kbar. 

We now comment on the NHR results. First. we discuss 
the origin of the ttl divergence near T . As suggested be
fore, the zero field limit for T-l shouid tend to a loga
rithmic singularity near T and ~aking place within a very 
small critical width . For ~n isotropic singlet 8uperconduc
tor. as T is approached from above(the 8uperconducting 
lap is eqfial to zero), Haniv and Alnander (HA) n6] have 
shown that the first-order fluctuations contribution to Til 
is logarithmically singular in ~. the nuclear Larmor fre
quency. For an anisotropic organic conductor, this gives 
a critical enhancement (T

l
- l ) over the normal Korringa

like contribution (ytl)x of t§~ form: 

(r + A 
W 2-1 

(-.!'.) ) 
T (1) 

T-T 
A ~lO-2 r _ .tn.!. ",-.S.. 

• T T 
c c 

~o ~s the Cinz~urg-Landau.coherence length in the direction of highest conduc
tlVlty and ~ ~s the Ferml wave v~ctor. I is a numerical factor taking into 
account the an1sotropy and dependlng on the shape of the Fermi Burface which 
can be written: • 

I --'- r d<j) tb t 
2 cos2~n2sin2~ll/2 "x -- <I'n -

c <1 In' t ' Y t 
x y • • 

where tl . is the electronic overlap integral in the i-direction. Band structure 
ca1cula 10ns for B-(BEDT-TTF)213 [17] give an estimate of 1/2 1/4 and 1/102 .. 1/10' 
for nx and n respectively. It follows that (.12k ' )' "'10-3 and I 10 10' Y F~o '" • • • 
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At T and for fields considered i the formula (1) gives the order of magnitude 
for Ehe enhancement (Til) ICTt)K within a factor 3 to 10. Finally, at 1 bar. 
the ratio of Korringa c8~8tants in the 6-L and B-H states i s not large enough 
to explain the ratio of the critical temperature by a density of states effect 
(within the Bes formalism). Therefore, we suggest that the crystallographic modi
fication is changing the effectiue pairing interaction. 

CONCLUSIONS 

We have shown the first stabilization of homogeneous superconductivity in the 
B-phase of (BEDT-TTF) 13 at high temperature and ambient pressure. We propose 

that the crystallograp~ic transition occuring at 1 bar is responsible of the 
striking reduction of T if no pressure is applied. However, the phase corres
ponding to the room te~eTature structure (called B-H) is the only one giving 
rise to the high-Tc superconductivity and can be frozen at low temperature and 
atmospheric pressure after the Orsay process. It is worth noting that organic 
superconductivity is very sensitive to slight changes of physical parameters. 
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